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ABSTRACT

Three decision-making modeld that have applications
for college presidedts and administrators are reviewed. While both
individual and group decision-making are addressed, emphasis is
placed on the importance of group decisions on institutional policy
planning. The model of Edmund M. Burke (1979) presents specific
decision-making strategies in terms of conditions for effectiveness,
techniques, the techdology of change, and the planning phase. All
group decision makers are actively involved and decisions occur
through joint problem-solving. The key to the second model, that of
James Lipham (1974), is that the college president needs to be aware
of the perceptual screen that affects the decision maker (societal,
organizational, and individual values). Lipham's model, which can be
used for individual or group decision- making,- involves a systems
analysis perspective for conducting a needs assessment. The third
delegating problem-solving model, by Victor Vroom and, Philip Yettoe,
(1973), involves decision methods for individuals or a group, and ay
involve the college president and a single subordinate. Flow charts
and tables illustrate the models, including a graphical depiction of
the time line of Lipham's model. (SW)
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Decision-Making Models With Sets of Strategies
For Applications to Individuals and Groups

in Higher Education
by Wanda E. Gill

Abstract

MIN

The author examines three decision making models with sets of strate::

gies for applications to-individuals and groups in higher education. The

models of Edmund M. Burke (1979), James Lipham (1974) and Vroom andI

r\

O

Yetton (1973) are presented. Specifics applications for the college presi-

denttand groups of administrators in higher education are discussed. The

author applies the theory to the higher education setting and emphasizes

the importante of group decisions on institutional policy and planning, if

it is to work.
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Colleges and universities ark faced with mounting problems in the de-

cade of-the eighties. Adults are returning to the c-ampules in larger num-

berg. With them come a different set of expectations, Afferent standards

of performances and, different life experiences. Some are on campus to

learn new skills, to, re -tool for a new career, or for growth experiences.

This population presents a real challenge to colllege administrators and

college presidents who have the taks of deciding which courses are market-

able, which office hours are nost flexible and what class schedule is best

suited for this group. At the same time, these administrators must, decide

7 what curriculum at what level is best suited or the 17-18 year old student

described in A Nation At Risk by the Commission on Excellence in EdUcation.

This traditional college age group has a different set of needed and expect-

I

ations. The nature of decisions is frequently the result of I--the process.

This paper examines decision-making as an individp4 and as a group pro-.

cess in higher education.
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Decision Making

A decision. is a choice that determines what action, if any, shall be
taken, or what policy shall be adopted to deal with a problem situation.

A conclusion is a choice between alleged or predicted facts relating
to past, present, or future situations.

A judgment relates to action or facts. It is the result of comparing
values involved in problem situations - such as the values of suggested
purposest available alternatiles, or probable consequences.

Types of decision

1. Impulsive
These are determined by emotional reactions 'to situations, without

reflection.

2. Routine decisions 2 -
Routine decisions deal with familiar situations in accordance with

habits, customs, or ruly.

3, Casuistic decisions
These are determined by accepted ethical, moral or religious principles.

4. Thoughtful decisions
Thoughtful decisions are ,made after giving thought to peitinent

factor's as the problem situation), the alternative causes of action avail-
able, and the the probable consequences of each.

The main factors involved in thoughtful, decision-making are:

1. Problem situation with which the decisfon will deal: a situation which is
unsatisfactory in some respect and is a problem because the proper ac-
tion to take, if any, is not obvious.

2. Purpose to be achieved if practicable; the end to be aimed at.

3. Available alternative decisions; alternative deals for dealing with the sit-
uation so as to achieve the desired- purpose. Since each decision is a
choice between alternative possible decisions, at least two such alterna-
tives should be known, but one may be to take no action.

4. Probable consequences of each alternative. Since each alternative will
have, if chosen, its natural, consequences, a choice between alternatives
is, in effect, a choice between their consequences.

5. Values to the decision-maker. of the probable consequences of the alterna-
tives . A comparison of such values is necessary to determine which alter-
native is lifely to have the most desirable consequences to him, or, if
the decision-maker is faced with a choice of evils, the least undesiiable
consequences.

From Common Sense Decision-Making by Gordon Fulcher, Northwestern Uni-
versity Press, 1965.
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Individual Decision-Making
.fames Lipham (see Table A)

The college president, as an individual decision maker, identifies problems

in the system classifies and defines the problem in terms of his perceptual screen

(societal, organizational and individual values). The decision-maker (college pre-\
sident-) is provided with information on a formal and on an informal basis. Al-

ternatives are formed.based on expected outcomes. Once all the available in-

formation is secured a choice is made. The choice is implemented and the de-

cision is later evaluated. Decisions are made based on the best avblable infor-

mation at the time. Tbe.cultural ingredients of societal, organizational and in-
.

dividual values will affect the assessment of the decision.

The key term in James 'Lipham's model that the college president needs to

b4 of is the perceptual screen of the decision maker to paraphrase the
a

point, the autistic perceptions of the college president may affect the decision.

That perception is based on the governing board of the institution, the 'political

climate in the legislature and on the campus and on the president's goals and

objectives for the institution: The time line in Lipham's model (Table A) graphi-

Cally depicts the importance of time- implies the need and desire for change

as institutions go th4mgh thelga-nsitions o the times.

Table C graphically depicts decision making from a systems analysis perspec-

tive. In this case, the entire system is analyzed through a needs assessment.

Once specific needs have been identified, management by objectives models are

designed showing goals and objectives within specific time frames. Solutions

are sel cted and revised as needed. A Pert Chart or time frame for implement-

ing the strategy is used by management to assure that the organiTtional goals

are achieved on time. Evaluation is used to test the effectiveness of the deci-

sion.
a

Many colleges and universities approach decision-making for the individual

in this way. Administrators and faculty are frequently evaluated in this manner.
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When their performance is evaluated, faculty ancl administrators are given the

opportunity to determine what the performance goals and objectives litre and

how they are to be evaluated. Tfiis 4process is described as an individual one

because a single person is deciding. In higher education, that person could

be the college president any vice-president, dean or supervisor. The model
1.1

is more current than the one depicted by Lipham in Table A.

Vroom and Yetton (see Table B)

The decision-methods for individual problems described under Individual

Problems in Table B involve the college president with a sipgle subordinate.

Two-way communication between the college president and the subordinate iEr.g

greatly limited by the communication skills or the people involved, the time allo-
y.

cated for the search for alternative solutions and the organizational structure.

In this example, the president could toretically delegate responsibility for

problem solving to the subordinate. The problem solution need not be known

to the college president, as is indicated in Table B.

There are colleges that are organized with a Vice President for Academic
/,

Affairs or other chief administrative person who is/given respo'nsibility for key

individual decisions. The college president has no need to know the solutions

for individual problems or the strategies employed for solving them. This 11 de_

legating problem solving" model exemplifies a great deal of trust and open corn-

munication between the college president, and the vice president of academic

affairs or some other chief administrative authority.
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From: "Improving Decision-Making Skills of the Principal" by James Upham in
Performance Objectives for School Principals edited by Jack Culbertson,
Curtis Hanson and Ruel Morrison.
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?ABL B
Deoision Methods for Group and Individual erobkems

.Group Problems

AI. You solve the problem or make
\the decision yourself usifig-
the information available to
You at the time.

AII. You obtain the necessary in-
formation from' your uubordin-

.

rites, then decide the solution .
to the problem yourself. You
me,y,or may not toll your uubur-
dinates what the problem ie in
getting. the information from
them. -The role played by your
subordinates in making the de-
cision is olenrly one of pro-
viding the necessary informa-
tion to you, rather than geur
erating or evaluating alterim-
tiVe solutions:

Cl. You share the problem with the
relevant subordinates individu-
ally, getting their ideas and
suggestions without bringing
them together as a group. Then GI:

yea make the decision, which
may or may not reflect your sub-,
ordinates''influenoe.

94

Individual Problems

AI: You solve the-problem or make
the decision by yourself, using
information available to you
at the Glitter.-

CFI. share the problem with your DI.

rilborgii.,-t0e 'as .a group, nilt°411

their collective ideas and
.cfmr7^etions. Then yougmake the
decision, which mAy or may not
reflect your subordinates' in-
fluence.

ar-

0T14# You share the problem with your
subordinates as a group. Togeth-

er you generate and evaluate al-
ternatives and attempt to ranch
agreement (consensus) on a solu-

tion. Your role is much like
that of chairman. You do not

try to influence the group to

adopt "your" solution, and you
are willing to adapt and impip-
merit any.eolution which has the
support of the entire group.

par..:: . a a

. You obtain the necessary infer-
smption from your ouborOinato,
then decide on the ;;oluton to
the problem yourself. You may
ot may not toll the unhordinnto
wiPat the joblem is in getting;
the information from whim. Hiu
role.in taking. the decision is
clearly one of providing the
necessary information to, you,
rather than generating or eval-
uating alternative solutions.'

You share the problem with your
subordinate, getting,hislideras
and suggestions. Then yllu make
a decision, Which may or may not
reflect his influence.

You share the problem with your
subordinate, and together you
analyse the problem and arrive
atp mutually agreeable solution.

You delegate the problem to your
subordinate, providing him with
any relevant information that
you possess, but giving him
responsibility for solVing the
problem by. himself. You may

or may not request'him to tell

you what_solution he has reached.

SMINIMINIP
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TABLE D
-

+ap

0chimp
Pori*
ComairelecSiong
Goats risigny

Committed
WouP
Lams
constituency
Ability and

to disqopt
Follow through
on negotiation

Summary of Decision-Making Strategies

,From: AParticipatory ApproachaLto Urban Planning by Edmund M. Burke,
Human Sciences Press, NLv York, 1979. 7
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Group Decision-Making 0

Linham a",

A

Although .Table C is *described in germs of individual decision-making, -it is

also applicable to group decision-making on. the campus. c The admiiistrators in

a particular area could identify a problem like student retention and` then collect-

viely conduct a needs assessment, develop a management by objectives plan,

conduct an input-output analysis a .Pert.Chart and testing,'outcome evalua-

tion. On the college campus, committees, advisory boards-and alumni groups

can go through these- processes.

Vroom and Yetton.

Table B describes group problems that can be solyed by an individual or a
Igroup. There is a group leader' who provides the group, with directio

clarity as they go through .the process. The group is encouraged to in storm
. sfor solutions. The flow chart on the, second page of Table B describes some of

the considerations that come into play. Vroom and Yetton seek solutions that

tend to reduce campus conflict.

Edmund''M. Burke

Table D presents specific decision - making strategies in terms of conditions

for effectiveness, techniques, technology of change and planning phase at which°

strategy is initiated. Collaborative efforts at the outset have a heavy pay off

towards p6Sitive group identity. All group ddcision makers are actively

ed and decisions occur through joint problem solving. Thecampaign, power a

and/or influence and bargaining strategies are more political. Unfortunately,,

they occur too often on the campus and frequently replace collaborative efforts.

Conclusions

Individual and group decision-making on the college campus' must fully ex.-

plore all possible appropriate options for the times. Group decibions must satisfy

most members for agreement to occur.
12
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